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ESA was established in 1964

1975
ESA becomes part of the Hubble project

1981 - Riccardo becomes STScI Director



ESA had contributed the first generation solar arrays





FOC Facts

Instrument type Camera

Field of View Low resolution F/48: 22”  
Medium Resolution F/96: 11”  
High Resolution F/288: 3.6”

Resolution F/48: 0.043”
F/96: 0.022”
F/288: 0072”

Wavelength 122 - 550 nm

and the Faint Object Camera



And a team of scientists supporting the mission:  
the first ESA/Hubble team - 1983-1984
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Riccardo Giacconi, then the Institute Director, challenged
Peter Stockman (Research Branch Head) and me (Deputy
Director) to “think about the next major mission beyond
Hubble.”

While the core of the group that led the development of the  
Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) mission concept at  
that time was Pierre Bely, Peter Stockman and me, we were  
extremely lucky to have Riccardo’s continuing support and  
encouragement, and an extraordinarily talented and  
imaginative group of engineers and scientists at the Institute—
including James Crocker, Mark Rafal, and Chris Burrows—who  
worked with us on many aspects of the concept development.

Garth Illingworth - STScI Newsletter



The rest is history



Riccardo’s principles

Ruthless intellectual honesty  
Truthfulness in pursuit of excellence  
Respect of other’s opinions
Mutual support

are prerequisites to build the premiere research team  
to solve scientific problems, not to build clever things

R. Giacconi,Secrets of the Hoary Deep



Before their eyes in sudden view appear  
The secretes of the hoary deep, a dark  

Illimitable ocean without bound,
Without dimensions, where length,breath and height,  

And time and place are lost;
where eldest Night

And Chaos, ancestors of Nature,  
hold

Eternal anarchy, amidst the noise
Od Endless wars, and by confusion  

stand.
For hot,cold, moist and dry,four

champions fierce
Strive here for mastery and to  

battle bring
Their embryon atoms.

Milton, Paradise Lost



May your vision be the beacon  
that guides or navigation
May it be the light that illuminates
our path forward.


